Helsinki 15.5.2019

Message of Congratulation and Solidarity to the 31th National Convention of the Communist Party of USA from the Communist Party of Finland (SKP).

The Communist Party of Finland (SKP) congratulates the Communist Party of USA for its 100th anniversary.

Class struggle is international from its character. We, communist in Finland are sure that the 31th Congress of the Communist Party of USA will be successful in discussing current political situation, the globally important issues such like profound crisis of capitalist world economy, glaring wealth extremes, refugee crises, imperialist wars, growing nuclear danger, social conflicts, existential threat posed by the climate and ecological crises and rise of fascists and extreme right-wing movements.

People and planet are always in the focus of us the communists. We have to find new collective ways to respond to the growing interest in socialism and new collective ways of understanding the world and its challenges. The Communist Party of Finland is confident that the National Convention will strengthen the Party and the International Communist and Workers’ Parties Collective by adopting a new Party Program and electing new leadership.

The Communist Party of Finland jointly with the international communist and workers parties’ collective wishes to strengthen international class struggle against imperialist wars, austerity and neoliberal politics and also learn and take part in future CPC 31th Conventions decisions on political actions.

Marxism demands us to organize new concrete grass root political work for a better future, peoples’ sovereignty and participatory democracy. We find ourselves in an urgent situation to make a world without guns, passing towards socialism aiming for communism and for a world without wars and armies.

Long Live the Communist Party of USA!
Long live international Class Struggle!
Long live Peace and Solidarity!
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